Other Requirements for Students Admitted to MIRS Programs

Dear Prospective Students to the Department of Medical Imaging and Radiation Sciences:

The following are some things to consider that will be costs over and above student tuition, fees and books. (These are also listed in a University cost list provided by Financial Aid but we want to make sure that you are aware of these for your consideration.) While this is not a comprehensive list of all items, it is intended to give you an idea of things that our students are responsible for in order to be compliant in our programs and clinics. This is for your information only, it is to help you budget in the case that you are admitted to your desired program.

All admitted students will need the following:

- Costs for CPR, Drug Testing, Criminal Background Check and any required Immunizations that are required annually
- Must have reliable transportation, and be aware you could be assigned to a clinical rotation site outside of the Oklahoma City Metro Area.
- A Laptop that is in good working condition, preferably not more than 1-2 years old. (Software requirements are linked below.) All student laptops will require encryption—further information about this will be shared at a later date.
- Scrubs/Uniforms, approved shoes for clinic and a White Coat—Information about when and where to purchase these will be made available in late summer/early fall
- For Summer Cadaver Anatomy Lab—Many students in the past have purchased a set of scrubs to wear in the lab so as not to contaminate their clothing during lab. (Sometimes you can find these for very low cost at Thrift Stores) Students will also be required to purchase a box of latex/non-latex exam gloves to be worn during the lab. (More information will be provided in Summer Orientation)
- Fee for access to Clinic Computer Database (This will occur for all students in the early fall semester)
- Membership to Professional Societies (This will be as early as fall semester for some programs through senior year)
- Students in each program will potentially have the opportunity to travel to and attend a national meeting/conference for their designated program in their senior year. This is not always mandatory but it should be considered as a possible cost in the senior year. Details are discussed in each program’s Clinical Discussion courses at a later time.
- Senior year—graduation regalia